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Abstract—Sensors are routinely mounted on robots to acquire
various forms of measurements in spatio-temporal fields. Lo-
cating features within these fields and reconstruction (mapping)
of the dense fields can be challenging in resource-constrained
situations, such as when trying to locate the source of a gas leak
from a small number of measurements. In such cases, a model
of the underlying complex dynamics can be exploited to discover
informative paths within the field. We use a fluid simulator as
a model, to guide inference for the location of a gas leak. We
perform localization via minimization of the discrepancy between
observed measurements and gas concentrations predicted by
the simulator. Our method is able to account for dynamically
varying parameters of wind flow (e.g., direction and strength),
and its effects on the observed distribution of gas. We develop
algorithms for off-line inference as well as for on-line path
discovery via active sensing. We demonstrate the efficiency,
accuracy and versatility of our algorithm using experiments with
a physical robot conducted in outdoor environments. We deploy
an unmanned air vehicle (UAV) mounted with a CO2 sensor to
automatically seek out a gas cylinder emitting CO2 via a nozzle.
We evaluate the accuracy of our algorithm by measuring the
error in the inferred location of the nozzle, based on which we
show that our proposed approach is competitive with respect to
state of the art baselines.
I. INTRODUCTION
We address the problem of using a robot-mounted sensor to
actively search for features of a spatially extended field, e.g.,
source of a leaking gas, or to map such a field from point
measurements. This is useful in numerous applications, such as
disaster response [1], scientific data collection in difficult and
inaccessible environments [2] and urban emissions mapping
[3].
From a robotics perspective, the core problem is that
of synthesizing paths with respect to an objective such as
quality of reconstruction of the underlying spatial field, or
the accuracy of localization of a spatio-temporal event (e.g.,
source of a gas leak). Traditional approaches for solving such
problems include 3D surface reconstruction algorithms [4] and
regression models such as Gaussian process [5].
What makes the practical problem challenging, and many
of the traditional methods harder to apply, are resource con-
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straints and lack of control over the experimental domain.
When the sensor is mounted on an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) and flown around from a more distant launch location,
the number of samples that may be collected is limited
(typically due to power constraints, but also due to other issues
such as contamination risks). Moreover, the true underlying
phenomena are typically varying, such as when the field is
created by dispersion under wind flows and one must reason
about this (e.g., to locate the true source location despite wind).
Lastly, the overall task is made difficult by the inability to ob-
tain detailed ground truth to evaluate models - if the objective
were to be defined as reconstruction of a spatial or temporal
field, then we may not have a detailed description of the true
underlying field. Some recent works that are noteworthy in
this area, and shown to be successful in experimental settings
include, e.g., [6] which presents a method based on Gaussian
process regression, and [7] which proposes another kernel
based approximation model. The latter also accounts for the
directionality of wind flows, by interpolating from past data
with a modified kernel. In most such work, the treatment of
wind as a cause of variation, and associated search strategies
for actively locating environmental features (e.g., pinpointing
the source location of a leak before wind flow disperses it) is
either heuristic or considers wind to be constant over time (in
which case reasoning about the flow may not be necessary).
In this paper, we propose the use of a fluid simulation as
the model of the underlying phenomenon which allows us to
directly address these causes of variation. We pose the problem
of estimating the location of an environmental feature (e.g.,
source) as that of optimizing the fit between a fluid simulation
model and the point-wise measurements of the resulting scalar
field. This is a process of calibrating the simulation model,
which we show can be done online as measurements arrive
(indeed, in a way that can be implemented on resource con-
strained hardware within a standard commercial grade UAV)
and used to drive search processes based on information-gain
criteria.
The optimization problem can be solved in a number of
ways. For the problem of estimating a spatially extended field
given a sequence of measurements, one approach is to use
Bayesian optimization, treating the true objective function
implied by the environment as a random function with a
Gaussian process prior. We develop an alternative approach,
which exploits the shift-invariance of the phenomenon, that
performs a larger simulation once at the beginning and poses
location estimation as the problem of determining the optimal
translation of a smaller field of interest. The use of the
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Fig. 1: Gas-leak localization We place a gas cylinder releasing CO2, via a nozzle, and measure gas concentrations, wind
speeds and wind directions using a UAV. Our goal is to estimate the location of the nozzle from these point measurements.
The UAV, which is equipped with sensors and on-board processors (CPU and GPU), flies on a fixed 2D plane 4m above
the ground. We develop two algorithms for localization. Our offline algorithm (left) compares measurements, taken along a
predefined path, with a fluid simulation (that considers measured wind). Our online algorithm (right) discovers a path to the
source of the leak by repeatedly performing simulation and comparison steps on-board the UAV, and flying to the most likely
location of the source given the measurements.
simulation model also allows us to address the active search
version of this problem, where the sampling locations are
determined online (and on-board), by iteratively computing
a likelihood for the source location and flying to the point
which maximizes this quantity. This proposed approach, which
we call One-shot Grid Search (OGS), is efficient and requires
relatively low computational resources for similar localization
accuracy.
II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Robots used as sensing platforms Early work around
autonomous sensing of physical phenomena involved ground-
based mobile robots [6], [8], [9]. More recently, with the
emergence of reasonably robust Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) platforms, often referred to as drones, they are being
used as sensing platforms with benefits in terms of speed,
manoeuvrability and ability to deal with hostile terrains, un-
obstructed by objects on the ground [7], [10]. UAVs bring
their own challenges, such as reduced on-board power and
the difficulty of finding sensors that fit within the form factor.
Sensing technology has also continued to develop, e.g., making
it possible to use spectrometers on UAVs [11]. We conduct
experiments with a commercial off-the-shelf CO2 sensor,
but note that the computational methods presented here are
sensor agnostic, assuming only that the sensor obtains point
measurements from a scalar field.
Using simulations as models Models provide numerous
advantages in machine learning [12], enabling inferences from
limited data, and in planning [13], enabling counter-factual
reasoning [14] and guided search. However, defining the
structure of models in a way that leads to efficient inference
while maintaining fidelity to complex arrangements of physical
causes tends to be non-trivial.
The phenomena we consider in this paper involve gas
flows. There is a long tradition of modelling such flows,
including efficient computational methods aimed at graphics
and animation applications [15]. The development of efficient
solvers is also driven in the engineering community by the
need to simulate phenomena such as fluid-structure interac-
tion, yielding fast and approximate solvers through position-
based dynamics methods [16], [17]. Simulation frameworks
have also been developed aimed specifically at easing the
development and testing of GDM and GSL algorithms [18].
Development of advanced simulation tools has led to new
milestones in learning challenging robotics tasks. In [19],
the authors show that approximate simulators can enable the
synthesis of complex behaviours such as pouring, that would
have been hard to achieve through conventional means. This
draws on earlier observations from human psychophysics, e.g.,
[20], that people seem to be able to reason about the flow of
liquids in situations where the available data is necessarily
sparse. These papers are situated within the broader topic of
‘intuitive physics’, which refers to the ways in which cognitive
models of real-world physical phenomena seem to only require
relatively simple representations of the true underlying phe-
nomenon [21], [22]. In restricted settings, such representations
have also been used for efficient neural network based model
learning [23], [24] and calibration [25]. Such ideas have been
explored within the problem of odour localization, by devising
naive fluid models and search algorithms [26]; pre-computing
dispersion maps using computational fluid dynamics and
probabilistically weighting them at test time [27]; updating
Gaussian analytical model using evolutionary strategies [28];
using matrix of static sensors [18] but so far haven’t been
scaled to realistic outdoor environments, where usually limited
samples are available.
In this paper, we utilise a reasonably accurate simulation of
the phenomenon [29] but exploit simplifications inherent to the
problem, such as that the dispersion process can be modelled
on the 2-d plane 1 along which the point measurements
are also being taken. Moreover, the process of dispersion is
shift invariant [30], so that a single large simulation can be
performed online, from which the flow patterns for different
locations can be easily computed.
Active and adaptive measurements Specific problems
such as the localization of gas sources have been approached
using a variety of different algorithmic means. Bio-inspired
approaches have been proposed devising heuristics to follow
the wind gradient towards the source [10], [31]. In practice,
such heuristics depend on the presence of specific environ-
mental conditions, including constant wind speeds across
the field of interest and the UAV being placed within the
path of the gas. The source localization estimation has also
been addressed using Bayesian methods, using particle filters
in outdoor environment [32], [33]; Infotaxis which aim to
maximize information gain by reducing the entropy [34].
Gaussian Markov random fields have also been used to address
the problem of obstacles in indoor scenarios [35]. Another
approach is to formulate the problem as one of regression
from sparse measurements. Representative examples of this
approach include [6], who use Gaussian process mixtures,
and [9]. Kalman filter based estimation algorithms also work
similarly [36]. A weakness of these methods has been that they
do not explicitly consider the structure of the phenomenon in
terms of a source and dispersion through wind flows, although
refinements of the above procedures do indirectly account for
these effects, e.g., [7], [8], [37].
Another aspect of active sensing is the method for collecting
samples so as to maximise a notion of information gain.
While the underlying exploration-exploitation tradeoffs can
be posed formally in decision theoretic terms, most practical
techniques tend to be myopic in their operation. Gaussian
processes [38], [39] and the Kernel DM+V/W algorithm [7]
address this question. One could also formulate this as optimal
design of sequential experiments [40]. However, this requires
access to analytically defined dynamics models which may be
hard to construct for the specific scenario at hand. Notably,
source term estimation was recently addressed with Bayesian
estimation implemented using sequential Monte Carlo [41].
By using parameterized Gaussian plume dispersion model
recursive Bayesian updates can be performed accounting for
uncertainty in wind, dispersion, etc. This was additionally
implemented on a UAV [42], performing outdoor localization
of gas leaks using predefined flying pattern and ground station
for performing computations. We formulate active sensing
with a fluid simulation in the loop and devise an efficient
algorithm for simulation alignment.
Contributions In this paper, we:
1) formulate gas leak localization as model-based inference
using a fluid simulator as the model,
1We observe that our approach is invariant to some degree of (small)
noise, i.e., the situation of plain fields and gently rolling hills. Many realistic
applications are indeed sited in such terrain, e.g., a petroleum refinery in the
periphery of which one might wish to perform emissions monitoring.
2) develop a practical optimization algorithm based on a
single simulation per iteration,
3) develop an online algorithm that locates gas leaks using
active sensing,
4) demonstrate that our algorithm results in acceptable
localization error in real experiments.
III. ONE-SHOT FLUID SIMULATION FOR LOCALIZATION OF
GAS LEAKS
We localize the source of a leaking gas based on a discrete
set of measurements of gas concentrations, wind speed and
wind direction. We make the following assumptions: 1) there
is a single source of gas within the domain of interest; 2) the
ground plane is relatively flat; 3) gas and wind measurements
are made on a plane parallel to the ground, and above the
source of leakage; 4) wind flow is time-varying but spatially
constant within the domain (i.e., obstacle-free domain, not
large enough for local variation to be significant).
Problem formulation We define a spatio-temporal domain
S×T over which fields of interest, such as gas concentration
and wind flow, are defined. Without loss of generalization,
we define S ≡ [0, 1] × [0, 1] and T ≡ [0, 1]. We use a UAV
to measure gas concentrations g : S × T → R and wind
(speed and 2D direction) w : S × T → R2 over this field.
The sequence of measurement points are si ∈ S and ti ∈ T .
We abbreviate measurements g(si, ti) and w(si, ti) as gi and
wi respectively. These measurements are dependent on the
location of the source of the gas l ∈ S and hidden parameters
θ, such as properties of the gas, which we assume remain fixed
throughout an experiment.
We infer the most likely location of the source using a 2D
Eulerian fluid simulator as our model. The simulator can be
seen as a mapping from l to an approximate gas concentration
field given the hidden parameters θ and a dense wind field.
We rewrite this as a mapping from leak locations and spatio-
temporal sites to gas concentrations g˜ : S × S × T → R,
given θ and w˜. Here w˜ : T → R2 is the spatially constant
but temporally dense wind field reconstructed from sparse
spartio-temporal measurements w taken by the UAV. The gas
concentration predicted by the model at si and ti (where mea-
surements were taken) are abbreviated as g˜i ≡ g˜(l, si, ti|θ, w˜).
Our goal is to find a location l∗ where measurements agree
best with model predictions, i.e.,
l∗ ≡ argmin
l∈S
k∑
i=0
d(gi, g˜i) =
argmin
l∈S
k∑
i=0
d (g(si, ti), g˜(l, si, ti|θ, w˜)) (1)
where d(., .) is an appropriate distance metric and k is the
number of measurements taken by the UAV. Fig. 2a sum-
marises our notation.
One-shot Grid Search (OGS) The optimization in Eq. 1
can be performed naı¨vely by computing the objective function
for many values of l, obtained by densely sampling S using
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Fig. 2: Overview We locate the source of the leak by comparing the output of our physically-based model, g˜i, with
measurements at corresponding locations gi. Rather than running multiple simulations with different values of l, we run
one larger (4× domain) simulation and read multiple values from appropriate relative locations. We assume that w˜ is only a
function of time (spatially invariant), and so simulation output is spatially shift-invariant. Although the simulation output is a
3D gas concentration field, we visualize the spatial distribution (blurry red splats) at a slice in time.
a regular grid of m × n samples, and selecting the location
l∗ that yields the minimum value. This approach would be
inefficient since it requires mn simulations to be performed.
Our key observation is that the model is shift invariant if the
parameters (θ and w˜) are spatially stationary. Concentrations
g˜ produced by mn simulations with different source locations
are identical up to a translation:
g˜(l + ∆l, si, ti|θ, w˜) = g˜(l, si + ∆l, ti|θ, w˜)
∀ (l + ∆l) ∈ S, (si + ∆l) ∈ S. (2)
Fig. 2b illustrates the central idea. In addition, if we use an
Eulerian simulator, a single run of the simulator g˜ with a
source located at l∗0 can be evaluated at several (si + ∆l, ti)
cheaply. Rather than repeating the simulation with different
values of l∗k, we run the simulator once with l
∗
0 ≡ (0, 0)
and read several values of the gas concentration field Mij ≡
g˜(l∗0, si + ∆lj , ti, |θ, w˜), j = 1, · · · ,mn. We construct the
entire k × mn matrix M using only one simulation. Each
column of M contains g˜i corresponding to a source location.
We solve the optimization problem in Eq. 1 by identifying p
as follows:
l∗ = ∆lp where p = argmin
j∈{1,··· ,mn}
k∑
i=0
d (gi,Mij) . (3)
Since this OGS approach requires the shifted source (and
samples) to be within the domain, we run the simulation on a
larger domain S ≡ [−1, 1]×[−1, 1], always place the source at
the origin and adjust the relative locations read appropriately
(see Fig. 2b). Thus, rather than running mn simulations, we
run one simulation with four times as many Eulerian grid cells.
We define q as the vector of distances of each column of M
to gi and use this to derive the likelihood for different source
locations on a grid.
Wind estimation The above formulated approach relies on
having access to wind estimates w. In order to acquire such
measurements on a UAV, we use the pitch, yaw and rotation
provided by the IMU which through a series of transformations
can estimate the current wind [7], [43]. The rationale is that
the wind speed and direction are directly related (through the
transformation implied by a flight dynamics model) to the
control signal that must be applied within the UAV, when
hovering in place. Depending on the direction of the wind,
the UAV will lean in a different way; the stronger the wind,
the more it will lean. Using this approach the direction of the
wind can be directly estimated, however the inclination angle
of the UAV with respect to the ground has to be calibrated
with respect to the strength of the wind speed. For calibration
we use an off-the-shelf wind simulator provided with the
commercial UAV we use. More precise ways of generating
the reference wind fields, e.g., in a wind tunnel, could also be
used [7]. Importantly, we show that our proposed method is
robust to imprecise wind speed measurements.
Fluid simulator Another requirement for our method is
having access to a simulator oracle g˜. There are many ways
to express a physical model of fluids, but we opt to use a
stable Navier-Stokes solver due to its efficiency and ease of
implementation [29]. The solver is realized by dividing the
space into voxels and iteratively updating the velocity and
density. The differential equation for solving for the density is
linear with respect to the density term and thus easier to solve.
For solving for the velocity a semi-Lagrangian technique is
used, producing stable result like the density solver2. The
2An online demo of the simulator and its behaviour can be found at
https://gas-drone-simulation.neocities.org
simulator depends on different parameters - we assume that
we have prior knowledge of the diffusion properties of the
gas, accurate wind direction and approximate wind speed
can be estimated as described above, and we normalize the
gas readings to be invariant of the quantity of gas released.
The rest of the parameters, number of cells (fidelity of the
simulation), number of wind locations, simulation timestep,
solver iterations, tend to be a trade-off between the accuracy
and speed of the simulation.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
First, we perform a series of offline experiments, by col-
lecting data with a UAV 3 flying at predefined waypoints. We
compare our method to existing gas localization and mapping
baselines found in literature. We then benchmark our opti-
mization method against standard approaches for solving the
proposed simulation alignment problem. Finally, we conduct
sensitivity analysis of the different hyperparameters of the fluid
simulation used.
Secondly, we carry out a set of online experiments, dy-
namically selecting new waypoints as part of the optimization
procedure. We use readings from a noisy simulator as data
to evaluate the performance of our method against other
approaches. Finally, we perform active sensing experiments
on a UAV using our algorithm.
A. Offline algorithm
In order to evaluate the proposed approach we conducted
a total of 13 flights. Each flight, taking approximately 10
minutes, visits 16 waypoints. We use a DJI M100 UAV,
integrated with a TX2 for data logging and processing and
CozIR-A CO2 sensor. As a gas source we use a compressed
CO2 cylinder. The UAV flies at a constant height of 4 m,
covering an area of 80 m × 45 m, with the bottle being
placed at an unknown location somewhere within that area
(see Fig. 1). As we do not have access to the ground truth
gas distribution, we evaluate our algorithm using localization
error – the distance between the location of the maximum gas
concentration and the true location of the cylinder (determined
through GPS measurement).
Comparison with related work In the first set of experi-
ments, we compare our algorithm against standard approaches
from the literature, such as one using Gaussian Process re-
gression [6] with a Radial Basis Function kernel, variance
15 and lengthscale 7, as well as the TD Kernel DM+V/W
algorithm [8], with cell size 0.2, kernel size 10, evaluation
radius 10, time scale 1 and wind scale 0.001 (we perform
grid search to find optimal parameters for the baselines).
The collected air samples are used to fit a 2-d concentration
map, with DM+V/W additionally using wind samples for
reshaping the kernel function and scaling the readings based
on the timestep taken. As previous approaches do not explicitly
model the source location, we use the peak of the posterior
3We do not model the turbulent effect of the propellers - using a smoke
flare, we visually inspected the effect of the propellers and found that it has
little impact on the larger scale gas dynamics.
as a proxy for this quantity [7]. We compare this against the
computed l∗ from OGS (Sim-Likelihood). For the simulation
parameters, we use gas release 25, simulation fidelity 1/1 and
diffusion 1e−4 (see Fig. 5). We show examples of the posterior
mean (GP and DM+VW) and likelihood of the source of the
gas (ours), together with the overall error between the methods
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Predictions (a) Posterior mean/variance of gas con-
centrations obtained using state of the art methods (column
1 [6] and column 2 [8]) against the likelihood computed using
our method (column 3). Rows represent results of different
experiments. The source location was the same for the first
two experiments, but environmental conditions (wind) were
different. (b) Overall error across all experiments.
Bayesian optimization vs one-shot grid search A stan-
dard approach to solving the optimization problem in Eq. 1
would be to treat the objective function as a random function
with a Gaussian process (GP) prior over it. Then, based on
each measurement, the prior could be updated to form a
posterior distribution over the objective function. Based on
this posterior, an acquisition function can be constructed to
determine the next sample location. We perform experiments
using this approach, in order to then compare the results
against our proposed optimization procedure. We start with
a GP prior using the Matern52 kernel, sampling from it
twice to obtain a first (random) estimate l∗0 . Then, we esti-
mate d(gi, g˜(l∗0, si, ti|θ, w˜)) and use it to update the posterior
(which only contains two samples). Based on this posterior,
and using an acquisition function (Lower Confidence Bound,
with alpha parameters 0.5, 1, 2 and 3, Expected Maximization
or Maximum Probability of Improvement), we determine the
next sampled source location l∗1 . We then continue sampling
for new leak locations, as prescribed by the corresponding
acquisition function. For each of these locations, we run
simulations and update the GP posterior. We evaluate these
results from Bayesian optimization against the corresponding
values for OGS, measuring running times and precision for the
two optimization methods over a limited number of location
samples l as shown in Fig. 4.
Sensitivity to inaccuracy in parameters In order to
determine the robustness of our approach to errors in the
setup of the simulations, we perform a sensitivity analysis. We
analyze the effect of different parameters on localization error
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Fig. 4: One-shot grid search (OGS) vs Bayesian Opti-
mization (BO) (a) Compute time Speed up in the compu-
tational time for different resolution of the simulations. (b)
Localization error We use all the experimental data collected
from Sec. IV-A to evaluate the localization error of different
acquisition functions of BO with OGS.
by artificially perturbing the underlying values. We study the
effects of inaccuracies in the quantity of gas released, diffusion
coefficient, wind speed, wind direction and simulation grid
resolution. We start with default values for the parameters
(see caption of Fig. 5), and then assess localization error when
each parameter is individually modified to one of six different
values. The resulting errors and the perturbed values of each
parameter are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Sensitivity and effect of the hyperparameters (a)
Sensitivity Mean and variance localization error for all offline
experiments for different parameters’ variations. We start with
the default parameters (gas release:50, diffusion:0.0001, wind
speed:1x, wind direction:0, simulation fidelity:1 cell/1m2) and
individually vary each of them. (b) Effect Visualization of
different values of the hyperparameters in a 160×160 cell
simulation. We use the wind flow from one of the experiments
from Sec. IV-A to drive the simulation, hence some of the
observed dynamics.
B. Online algorithm
Noisy simulation We use sparse noisy readings taken
every 20 seconds from a simulator (80 × 80 cells) with
an arbitrary location for the gas source. We assume that
the hyperparameters of the simulation are known and that
wind flow is spatially constant, and we add up to 10%
multiplicative noise to the simulated readings. We experiment
with multiple start locations, both on and off the path of the
gas as shown in Fig. 6. We use the following parameters - gas
release:20, diffusion:6e−4, wind speed:25 (simulator metric),
wind direction:pi ± pi/2 (primarily coming from the right, but
uniformly changing its direction every 30 seconds).
Comparison with related work Using the noisy simulator,
we also evaluate the convergence rate of different algorithms
as shown in Fig.7. We perform three sets of experiments - no
wind in the simulation, constant wind and variable wind. An
acquisition function is used for each of the algorithms to select
each consecutive measurement point. For GP and DM+V/W
we use Lower Confidence Bound with alpha parameter 3
and for our approach we use the suggested likely region.
In addition to the baseline regression approaches, we also
generate example trajectories for different wind conditions
using Infotaxis with parametric plume model and parameters
as in [34] as shown in Fig. 8.
Real experiments We perform three real-world active
sensing experiments with the setup described in Sec. IV-A
(Supplementary material). The domain is 40m × 40m, and
we use 1 grid cell per 4 m2 in simulation. We perform opti-
mization using OGS, for which the simulation and comparison
calculations are performed within an on-board processor. After
each taken reading (gas and wind), the UAV updates its beliefs
about the likelihood of the source, saves the current state of
the optimization and flies to the suggested by the optimization
most likely source location l∗- repeating until the optimization
procedure converges to the same location. In our experiments,
we had strong winds from the Southwesterly direction in
the first two experiments and weak varying winds in the
third experiment. The estimated likelihood and waypoints
discovered, are shown in Fig. 9.
V. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
More accurate than state-of-the-art In practice, alter-
nate methods based on Gaussian process regression and the
DM+V/W algorithm provide similar results. DM+V/W per-
forms somewhat better, as it includes reshaping of the smooth-
ing kernel based on wind information. As we show in Fig. 3,
these methods often predict the highest mean to be away from
the true location, caused by the wind moving the released gas.
Although DM+V/W indirectly accounts for those effects via
wind kernel reshaping and time scaling, convergence is slower.
By using wind measurements in simulation, we are able to
capture these dynamics, allowing our proposed approach to
achieve lower localization error (< 20m) than GP (45m)
and DM+V/W (< 40m). Likewise, our approach achieved
better performance than with standard Bayesian optimization
approaches to compute the minimum (35m). Using fluid
simulation yields a higher computational cost compared to
traditional approaches. However, we show that our algorithm
is fast (up to 20× faster than BO) and can be implemented
within a commercial on-board computer.
Fidelity and sensitivity Our algorithm is robust to inaccu-
rate parameters as seen in Fig. 5. The extent of released gas
did not have any impact on localization, as both simulated and
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Fig. 6: Active sensing using synthetic data (a) Noisy simulator We use noisy readings from our model to evaluate the
proposed approach – the source is placed in the middle-right, with the wind blowing East-West. (b) Path discovery Successive
locations suggested during the discovery of one path are shown with red circles along with initialization locations (yellow
circles). (c) Different initialization The convergence of the algorithm is illustrated for eight different starting locations.
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Fig. 7: Convergence of active sensing Convergence rate of
different algorithms for different wind conditions - no wind
(a), constant wind (b) and variable wind (c). In the experiments
a noisy simulator was used.
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Fig. 8: Trajectories Generated trajectories for the proposed
approach and ‘Infotaxis’ with parametric plume model [34].
Odour detections with gas flow (for Infotaxis) and discovered
waypoints with source likelihood map (for ours) are shown.
real-world readings are normalized. However, it is sensitive
to the diffusion coefficient (green curve) used in simulation,
as well as to errors in wind estimation. We found that we
can tolerate 2× inaccuracy in wind speed and an offset of
pi/12 in direction from the calibrated mappings. We use a
standard approach [7], [43] to estimate wind, which lies within
the required tolerances. We observed, curiously, that a grid
resolution of 1 cell per 16m2 yields best results.
Active sensing Our exploitation strategy consistently lo-
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Fig. 9: Active sensing by UAV The waypoints visited by the
UAV. The fluid simulator and OGS are executed at each step,
as described in the text. We initialize the algorithm with two
predefined waypoints (yellow circles), after which the UAV
automatically seeks the source using our online algorithm
for active sensing. Our algorithm converges in 5, 7 and 4
iterations, in those examples.
cates the source using very few samples, to similar accuracy as
the offline algorithm. At each step, we update our uncertainty
regarding possible locations. As with approaches that utilize
gradient-search, we are able to follow the path of wind and
gas readings. In contrast to those methods, we can also locate
the source if we are not on the path of the gas. Importantly, we
find that variable wind tends to be informative leading to faster
convergence, unlike in the case of competing methods where
this is a limiting factor. As we normalize the readings, we
indirectly account for different rates of gas release. Thus even
when on the path of the gas flow, the algorithm explores the
neighbourhood of the path. Similarly, when not on the path
of the gas, suggested locations by the algorithm sometimes
oscillate before convergence. Having a stronger prior over the
rate of gas release could further speed up this optimization
process.
Source of error, limitations and future work Although
our method improves on state of the art in gas localization,
the error is still about 15m. We identify two potential sources
for this residual error. Firstly, our model is based on 2D
space S while gas diffusion in the real world happens in 3
dimensions. Thus, even though our algorithm finds the highest
density of the gas on the plane of flight, it may not be exactly
above the nozzle releasing the gas. A second source of error
is that we model the wind as spatially invariant, which is
a coarse approximation for increasingly larger domains. It
would be beneficial to extend this work by using simulations
supporting obstacles and multiple sources [18]. This will
require development of extensions of our method that are able
to encapsulate the variability of the more complex simulations
from limited samples, while preserving fast inference at run-
time.
VI. CONCLUSION
We formulate gas-leak localization as an optimization prob-
lem, minimizing the discrepancy between simulated gas flow
and point-wise measurements of leaking gas. We propose a
practical optimization algorithm that can be used offline as
well as online for active sensing. We evaluate our algorithm
by implementing it on a UAV equipped with sensors to detect
CO2. Our algorithm is able to cope with dynamically varying
wind, and efficiently localizes the source of leaks even if the
UAV is not initialized on the path of the gas. We show through
experiments that our proposed approach outperforms baselines
from the literature in its ability to minimize localization error.
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